Stacking
the odds in
your favour

Debtor Daddy's field guide for getting paid & boosting your cashflow

Option A

1

Option B

Run a credit check

DIY

Before you do any work, make
sure a potential customer has the
means to pay.

Ask a potential customer
for 3 references from
existing suppliers to prove
they're a good payer.

2.1

or Outsource

There are plenty of paid
services that can give you
a credit report or score that
proves your customer's
credit-worthiness.

2

What?
Be specific about the
outcomes you'll deliver.
It can also pay to mention
what's not included to
avoid uncertainty.

Check
3 essential
elements

2.2

Write a proposal
In the services industry it's essential
to set expectations from the outset,
this is what your proposal is for.

2.3

How much?
Customers hate surprises
when it comes to price.
Be clear about how much
it will cost and when

payments are required.

20%

Disputes?
Plan for the worst. Be clear
about what should happen
in the event a customer
fails to pay or is not happy
with your service.

50%

Progress payment

1st Deliverable

Asking for a progress payment
not only reduces your risk,
it confirms your customer is
happy with your work and is
more likely to pay for the final
result.
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Deposit received
The deposit is all about ‘skin
in the game’ unless your
customer has something to
lose, you risk them not properly
engaging with you or worse,
simply walking away.

Proposal
accepted

R If your project is too small to
break into milestones then
consider asking for 100%
payment upfront.

20%
2nd Deliverable

Progress payment
It's up to you how many
milestones and progress
payments are required. The key
is to ensure they are detailed
in your proposal and agreed in
writing before you start work.

10%
3rd Deliverable

Final payment
Leaving a final payment
outstanding until all
deliverables are met
motivates each side to
see the project through
to completion.

